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The number of people with diabetes has increased through-
out the world, and the rate of increase shows no signs of
slowing. The Diabetes Atlas estimates that there were 194
million people with diabetes in 2003 and predicts an in-
crease to 333 million by 2025 [1]. Figures from the World
Health Organization (WHO) are similar [2]. These pre-
diction models do not require an increase in the inci-
dence of diabetes, but anticipate that the total number of
individuals with diabetes will increase because of im-
proved life expectancy, population growth and progres-
sive urbanisation.

Studies from many parts of the world have reported an
increasing age-specific prevalence of diabetes. Recent data
from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Sur-
vey (NHANES) studies in the USA show that the prev-
alence of diagnosed diabetes is relatively constant within
each stratum of BMI, but imply that an increasing prev-
alence and incidence of diabetes would be expected as a
consequence of increasing obesity [3]. In Denmark, three

population-based surveys were carried out (in 1974, 1996
and 2000) in 60-year-old men and women living in the
same geographical area in greater Copenhagen. These
showed that prevalence increased from 7.8 through 12.3
to 14.0% in men, and from 5.6 through 6.8 to 13.6% in
women [4, 5]. Although this might suggest an increasing
incidence of diabetes, it could also be explained by other
factors, including the longer survival of individuals with a
diagnosis of diabetes. Thus, the central question is: to
what extent can this increasing prevalence be explained
by improved life expectancy and demographic factors, as
against a simple increase in incidence or an imbalance
between incidence and mortality? The last of these ex-
planations was first put forward by Støvring et al. [6],
using data from a Danish pharmacoepidemiological data-
base, and has been developed further by Green et al. in
this issue of the journal [7].

The term ‘diabetes epidemic’ has been used in recent
years to describe the increasing burden of this disease. The
term ‘epidemic’ was first coined in relation to infectious
diseases and refers to a substantial increase in the number
of new cases over a short, defined period of time [8]. More
recently, the term has been extended to non-communicable
diseases such as diabetes and to risk factors such as obesi-
ty; however, no specific, universally agreed definition has
been adopted. Although the term has been used to describe
an increasing prevalence, a true ‘epidemic’ would require
an increasing incidence of diabetes. In consequence, loose
terminology is partly responsible for the current dilemma.
We will discuss potential explanations for the increasing
prevalence of diabetes and will use different data sets to
quantify the influence of each of these alternative expla-
nations within a model system.

How to explain the increasing prevalence of diabetes

This issue is not only of academic importance; it also has
important implications for the allocation of limited re-
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sources for diabetes care and prevention. The changing
prevalence of diabetes is based upon point estimates in a
dynamic environment. It is essential to determine and ex-
plore the components of this environment before we ad-
dress the question of whether or not there is an ‘epidemic’.

Figure 1 illustrates the model used in this paper to ad-
dress this question. As depicted, five factors directly affect
the prevalence of diabetes: (1) the ratio of diagnosed :
undiagnosed cases of diabetes; (2) population demographic
changes; (3) age at onset of diabetes; (4) mortality in pa-
tients with diabetes and in the general population; and (5)
incidence of diabetes. In addition to these five factors, an
imbalance between incidence and mortality, induced by an
increasing incidence in the past, will also lead to a non-
steady-state situation and thus, as discussed below, to an
increasing prevalence of diabetes.

We have tested these potential explanations in two
models, one reflecting an industrialised Western society
and one reflecting a developing region. Each of the two
models is based on theoretical populations of 1,000,000
inhabitants aged 30–59 years, because the age range was

restricted in the Finnish data. The age and sex distribution
in each region is based on population data from the US
Census Bureau [9], which contains demographic informa-
tion from all regions. The ‘Western’model is based on data
from two different population-based surveys performed
in Finland [10, 11], while the model for the developing
region is based on two population-based surveys from
Samoa [12; personal communication, S. Viali, Samoa Min-
istry of Health and Oceania University of Medicine Samoa].
For both areas, mortality data for the non-diabetic popula-
tion were provided by the WHO [13]. Based on these
surveys, the prevalence of diabetes was estimated at two
time points, which were separated by a 5-year interval.
Table 1 shows baseline data for the two populations. For the
Westernised region, the prevalence increased from 2.5 to
4.7% over a period of 5 years, which translates into a
relative increase in prevalence of 88%. For the developing
region, the corresponding increase was from 11.7 to 17.9%,
equivalent to a 53% increase in prevalence. The following
analysis examines the extent to which this increase in
prevalence can be explained by each of the five factors
mentioned above.

Ratio of diagnosed : undiagnosed cases of diabetes

Increased diagnostic activity leading to an increasing ratio
of diagnosed : undiagnosed diabetes might generate a spu-
rious increase in the prevalence of known diabetes. How-
ever, data from the Evaluation of Screening and Early
Detection Strategies for Type 2 Diabetes and Impaired
Glucose Tolerance study (DETECT-2) database [14] indi-
cate that the ratio of diagnosed : undiagnosed cases may
actually be decreasing, which would have the effect of un-
derestimating any true change in the prevalence of known
diabetes. Since the present analysis is based on population-
based surveys that included all diagnosed and undiagnosed
cases of diabetes, it is not affected by changes in the ratio of
diagnosed : undiagnosed cases.
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Fig. 1 Diabetes epidemiological model. Factors directly affecting
the prevalence of diabetes included in the present analysis

Table 1 Age distribution for
each of the two populations used
in the model

For each region the model was
based on a population of
1,000,000. The age distributions
for the Westernised and devel-
oping regions are based on the
age structures for Finland and
Samoa, as provided by the US
Census Bureau, and the diabetes
prevalence rates are based on
the data from two cross-sec-
tional prevalence studies con-
ducted in Finland [10, 11] and
Samoa [12, personal communi-
cation, S. Viali, Samoan
Ministry of Health and Oceania
University of Medicine, Samoa],
respectively

Age Proportion of the population (%) Prevalence of diabetes (%)

Time=0 Time=5 years Time=0 Time=5 years

Westernised region 30–34 21 18 0.6 1.3
35–39 22 19 1.0 2.1
40–44 16 20 1.7 3.4
45–49 14 17 2.8 5.3
50–54 13 14 3.9 7.3
55–59 14 12 6.8 12.1
Total 100 100 2.5 4.7

Developing region 30–34 26 26 0.9 7.7
35–39 20 21 9.2 14.0
40–44 16 17 11.5 17.1
45–49 14 14 16.5 23.6
50–54 13 12 20.9 28.4
55–59 11 10 25.8 33.1
Total 100 100 11.7 17.9
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Changes in population demographics

The population of most countries is ageing, with a con-
sequent increase in the proportion that are middle aged or
elderly. Since the prevalence of diabetes increases with age,
these demographic changes will lead to an increase in the
prevalence of diabetes in the entire population and, thus, to
an increasing number of individuals with diabetes.

Table 1 shows the age distribution at baseline and 5 years
later in the hypothetical population of 1,000,000 in each of
the two regions (the age range for both regions was set at
30–59 years, and mean ages of 43 years and 42 years were
used for the Westernised region and the developing region,
respectively). As shown in Table 1, ageing of the pop-
ulation only affects those in the 40–54-year-old age group
in Western societies and those in the 35–49-year-old age
group in the developing countries, while the relative
contribution of the oldest age groups decreases. As a con-
sequence of this, the total effect on the crude prevalence of
diabetes in the 30–59-year-old age group is minimal. In the
Westernised region, the observed increase in prevalence
was 2.2%, of which 0.005% could be explained by demo-
graphic changes. In the developing region, changing de-
mography did not contribute to the increase in prevalence.

Decreasing age at onset of diabetes

The increasing age-specific prevalence of diabetes, par-
ticularly in the younger age groups [1, 2], suggests that
the age at onset of diabetes may be decreasing. In the ab-
sence of true incidence studies, the magnitude of this
change is unknown. We, therefore, used the age of diag-
nosis of screen-detected diabetes as a proxy for age of
onset. We estimated the change in age at onset based on the
age distribution among previously undiagnosed cases of
diabetes reported by the repeated population-based surveys
from Finland, India, the Pacific Islands and North America
included in the DETECT-2 database. According to our
estimation, the age at diagnosis decreased by 0.06 years
to 0.35 years per calendar year. Thus, for the present
analysis, we modelled decreases in age of onset of 0, 1 and
2 years over a 5-year period. A decrease in age at onset of 1
year would explain an increase in prevalence of 0.3%, as
against the 2.2% observed in the Westernised region, and
would explain 0.6% of the 6.2% increase in the devel-
oping region. If age at onset decreased by 2 years, this
would explain an increase in prevalence of 0.6% in the
Westernised region and 1.1% in the developing region.

Decreasing mortality

Unfortunately, there is little information available concern-
ing mortality over time in the diabetic population. We have
used the mortality rates for the general population reported
by WHO [12] as an indicator of mortality in the non-dia-
betic population. The mortality of the diabetic population
was then estimated using the hazard ratio provided by the

Diabetes Epidemiology: Collaborative Analysis of Diag-
nostic Criteria in Europe (DECODE) study [15] for the
Westernised region and from the Diabetes Epidemiology:
Collaborative Analysis of Diagnostic Criteria in Asia
(DECODA) study [16] for the developing region. We then
modelled a decrease of between 10 and 25% in the excess
mortality from all causes in people with diabetes. These
reflect an optimistic estimate based on the most successful
intervention studies in type 2 diabetic patients [17] and are
greater than the recently reported reduction in excess mor-
tality found in the USA [18]. Even so, the most optimistic
scenario would only explain 0.02% of the total 2.2% in-
crease in prevalence in the Westernised region and 0.2% of
the 6.2% increase observed in the developing region.

The combined effect of all the above-mentioned factors
—demography, age at onset and mortality—could explain,
at best, a 0.6% increase in prevalence, corresponding to
26.0% of the total increase of 2.2% observed over the 5
years in the Westernised region. In the developing region,
these factors would explain a 1.4% increase in prevalence,
corresponding to 22.0% of the observed increase of 6.2%
in this region (Fig. 2). In other words, 70–80% of the in-
crease in prevalence is unexplained and must be due to
factors other than those listed above.

How can the remaining increase in prevalence be
explained?

Although an increasing incidence of type 2 diabetes (grad-
ual or rapid, current or recent) might account for the un-
explained increase in prevalence, this is not the only
possibility. A steady incidence rate with decreasing mor-
tality would also result in an increasing prevalence of
diabetes [6]. The ideal way to distinguish between these
possibilities would be by means of long-term, well-de-
signed incidence studies unbiased by changes in detection
rates. Unfortunately, such studies are not available. Studies
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Fig. 2 Five-year increase in the prevalence of diabetes in the
Westernised region (modelled based on Finland) and the developing
region (modelled based on surveys from Samoa). The dark area
represents the fraction of the 5-year increase that could be directly
attributed to changes in age at onset, population demographic
changes and decreasing excess mortality in people with diabetes
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such as the one by Støvring et al. [6] have used prescription
of drugs for diabetes as a proxy variable for incidence. This
has the potential for bias; first because of possible changes
in detection rates, and second because of possible changes
in prescription practices over the study period, given that
only drug-treated patients were included. Consequently,
this imprecise estimate of incidence is highly dependent on
treatment policies and temporal changes in prescription
strategies.

As an alternative approach, we have estimated the inci-
dence rates needed to reach the 5-year increases calculated
in the present study. This was achieved by applying the
mortality rates used previously in our model and by as-
suming that mortality and incidence rates remained con-
stant over the 5-year period. Based on this assumption, an
annual incidence of diabetes of 0.6 per 100 person-years in
the Westernised region and 2.5 per 100 person-years in the
developing region would be needed to explain the increase
in prevalence. These estimates are high relative to the re-
ported incidence rates in non-Hispanic white individuals
in the San Antonio Heart Study (0.5–0.6 per 100 person-
years) [19] and in a study conducted in Mauritius (2.0–2.5
per 100 person-years) [20]. These were both cohort studies
of populations that were 2–3 years older at entry than the
populations modelled in our study, and were followed for
5–8 years. Thus, at the end of follow-up, the cohorts were
7–11 years older than the populations included in our
model. These differences in age structure, in combination
with the higher than reported incidence rates required to
explain the increased prevalence of diabetes in our model,
suggest a previous or ongoing increase in incidence in both
regions, even though decreasing mortality will also con-
tribute to the increasing prevalence of diabetes. Although a
Danish study [6] and data fromMauritius [20] both suggest
a relatively constant incidence, the confidence intervals
provided would allow for a relative increase in incidence
of 3% per year, which is consistent with our calculations.

Conclusions

An increasing prevalence of diabetes has been seen in
most populations throughout the world, but the explana-
tion is less straightforward than might be expected given
a dynamic environment with improving health status, in-
creased longevity and global migration. Multiple factors,
therefore, influence the overall prevalence of diabetes and
total burden of disease.

We modelled the influence of five potential factors on
the prevalence of diabetes in a Westernised region and in a
developing region over a 5-year period. We found that
improved life expectancy, decreasing age of onset and
population demographic changes could explain no more
than 20–25% of the total increase in the prevalence of
diabetes, even using assumptions favouring the hypothesis
that these factors can explain the increasing prevalence. A
long-term constant imbalance between incidence and
mortality would also contribute markedly, but is unlikely
to provide a full explanation for the difference. Taking this

into account, incidence rates of 0.6% per year in the
Westernised region and 2.5% per year in the developing
region were needed to explain the observed increase in
prevalence. These estimates are relatively high compared
with reported figures, suggesting that a true increase in
incidence (ongoing or recent) is needed to explain the ob-
served increase in prevalence. This is consistent with re-
ports from the USA that the prevalence of diabetes is
constant within BMI strata, but with a marked shift of
BMI towards higher levels, a shift that would intuitively
be expected to cause an increasing incidence of diabetes.

There is no doubt that both the total number of diabetic
individuals worldwide and the total prevalence of diabetes
in adults will continue to increase as a consequence of
changing population demography, improved treatment and
decreasing mortality. Although this might not represent an
epidemic according to the strict definitions used in the
epidemiological literature, many will consider the term
appropriate in relation to the increasing global burden of
diabetes.
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